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CHAPTER I 
'INTRODUCTION 
It was the main purpose of this thesis to determine 
from whi:ch of four reading presentation methods second 
grade children derive the greatest eomprehensioh·from 
printed material. The four methods are: first, oral 
reading; s.eco_nd, silent follow-ed by oral reading; third, 
oral followed by silent; and fourth, silent. 
There were several reasons for these choices. Silent 
followed by oral reading is the method most often suggested 
in basal reading series. Ghildren are instructed to read 
everything silently before reading out loud. Oral followed 
by silent reading is the method that DolehJJ and his propo-
nents favor. They claim that it gives the best results as 
far as comprehension is concerned. When the classroom 
teacher is pressed for time, these two methods are of!'ten 
shortened to silent reading alone or oral reading'alone. 
1/K~ W •. Dolch,. )'Should Children Read Silently F.irst?n 
Baementary English (March, 1948) 25:279-85. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH AND LITERATURE 
This chapter is divided into three main parts: 
first, oral reading; second, silent reading; and third, 
comprehension. 
The early 1900's exhibited an oral reading decline, as 
a movement away from the earlier stress placed upon it. 
The period from 1930 to 1945 was typified by a new interest 
in oral reading. Educators were becoming aware of its 
social usefulness and need for instruction. The shift from 
pronouncing accurately orally to silent reading stress was 
seen~throughout the period from 1915 to 1945. Non-oral was 
as good as oral reading instruction technique. Oral reading 
should be taught by itself, said some. Others viewed the 
child's oral language as of primary importance and therefore 
stressed the emphasis of oral reading in first grade. As 
the child matures, silent reading will receive more 
attention.Y 
YHelen B. Knipp, 11Silent and Oral Reading in the Curri cul 
University of Pittsburgh, conrerence on Reading, 
Controversial Issues in Reading, Proceedings, 1956. 
University of Pittsburgh Press, Pittsburgh, pp. 172-84. 
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''The interpretation of. oral ~eading has changed 
from the early appreciation of being able to sound 
out words without consideration of any meaning 
attached to the printed symbols to the modern inter-
pretation of attaching meaning to the printed 
symbols and interpreting the author's thoughts and 
feelings so that we may read aloud to inform or 
entertain others and convel 1to the audience the 
author's mood and intent. ":t 
1. Oral Reading 
"Ef'fecti ve silent reading is thinking following 
the thought of the writer, thinking with the writer, 
evaluating, organizing. Oral reading, from the 
standpoint of the major mental and physical processes 
involved is simply a more comprehensive exp~~ience. 
It is silent reading plus oral expression. ng, 
Gray~describes three aspects of today 1 s oral reading. 
Re sees it as an instructional and diagnostic instrument; 
as a communicative art; and as an aesthetic art. 
Pattersonbllsees oral reading as a form of physie.al 
response rather than a thought-getting process. Therefore~ 
special lessons are required to produce satisfactory 
results. Oral rendition often enhances interpretation. 
1/Helen B. Knipp, 2£• cit., p. 179. 
gjo. N. Darby, ttThe Place of and Method of Teaching Oral 
Reading in the Elementary School, tt ~ Elementary School 
Journal (March, 1951), 51:381. 
3/William s. Gray, ttcharacteristics of Effective Oral 
lreading, n University of Chicago, Conference on Reading, 
Oral Aspects of Reading~ Proceedings, 1955, University of 
Chicago Press, Chicago, pp. 5-11. 
3 
!lJSamuel w. Patterson, Teaching the Child to ~, . 
Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc., New York, 1930, pp. 56-.SS. 
Silent reading is a thought getting aetivi ty basic to 
expressive oral reading. 
Darby1fenumerates some of the values of- oral reading. 
Some are: promotes acquaintance with words; adoption of 
good language forms; increased appreciation of literary 
selections; personality qualities; the child's natural 
interest and pleasure is in oral reading; helps promote 
4 
mastery of basic vocabulary;·adequate phrasing; meaningful-
ness; teacher can detect certain weaknesses in faulty silent 
reading; good speech; expression interpretation; and 
appreciation. He goes on to say that oral reading should 
be pre'ceeded by silent. Each child is given material to 
~ead silently concurrent with his abilities and needs. Then 
he reads his selection to the class, while they listen and 
evaluate his reading according to oral reading standards. 
- -
·EvensYelaborates on the values of' reading aloud 
between parents and children. Some are: creates a family 
togetherness; brings the child closer to the printed word; 
increases knowledge and appreciation; and provides an 
intimate exchange of ideas between parent and child. 
yo. N. Darby, 2£.• cit. 
g/Glara Evens, "on Reading Aloud, tt Elementary English 
TFebruary, 1951), 28:82-5. 
5 
Dolch~questions the common practice o~ reading 
silently first to read better orally. He points out the 
importance of oral reading before silent reading. nThe 
method is to prepare the children for silent reading through 
oral reading, and then give them much practice in true 
silent reading, which is our aim in the whole program. n£/ 
The data obtained from Gilbert'slfexperimental study 
indicates that on a high school level students who do a 
great deal oP oral reading improve in silent reading skill 
just as much as students who do not. Oral reading does not 
hinder silent reading progress. There are many other 
benefits to be derived from oral reading, such as, personali y 
development, social adjustment, speech skill and literary 
appre cia ti on. 
Dearborn, Johnston and Carmichael~have carried on 
experimental studies concerning oral peak stress. Oral 
peak stress is defined as, nthose wer ds wbi ch the author or 
1/E. w. Dolch, "Should Children Read Silently 
~ementary English (March, 1948), 25:279-85. 
yrbid., P. 285 • 
First?tt 
.i/Edna Gilbert, "Oral and Silent Reading,n National 
Association o~ Secondary School Principals (January, 1948), 
32:143-7- . . . 
~W. F·. Dearborn, P. W. Johnston and L. Carmichael, 
Oral Stress and Meaning in Printed Material, tt Science 
(October, 1949), 110:404+. 
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competent judges stress when they read the material aloud."!% 
They ·conclude that oral peak stress increases comprehension. 
They s~ggest that the ability to select oral peak words is 
useful as an objective measure of comprehension. 
A study by Hanitcha~refutes many of the conclusions 
of the afore-mentioned investigation. Some of his findings 
are: oral peak stress cannot be determined by the words 
considered important, as they are dependent upon individual 
selection; oral peak stress does not influence comprehensionY, 
the speed of comprehension is not affected by oral peak 
stress in print; and a change of format alone would not be 
instrumental in increasing comprehension. 
Knipp2/feels that comprehension must be the basis of 
effective modern oral reading. Neither must oral reading 
be confined to just the reading period. She continues tbat 
oral and silent reading present different aspects to be 
learned, and different purposes for being taught. 
1/Ibid., p. 464. 
g/John J. Hanitchak, noral Peak Stress: Its Validity and 
Relationship to Reading Comprehension and Efficiencl, u 
Journal of Educational Research, {December, 1955), 49:295-9 . 
.2/Helen B. Knipp, .912.• cit.;. pg. 179. 
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It was concluded from studies carried out by Clark y . 
and Monahan that there is little oral reading transfer at 
the pre-primer level to basal texts other than the one taugh1~ .. 2. Silent Reading McDade£/started the research program in the silent read 
ing area. His underlying philosophy stresses a separation 
of reading from oral speech and making it a new-thought 
language rather than speech language. 
»Reading enters, not as a new skill toward 
which the earlier activities were pointed, but 
. ~ 
as an added mode of communication at once deepen-
ing and widening the scope of older experiences 
and opening the door to new and wenderful fields 
where vi.vid and satisfying meanings come to the 
pupils rapidly through the eye only.. Reading 
thus functio~~ from the very first and is never 
mere drill. n..v 
He points out that beginning reading is taught as an eye 
language quite apart from an ear language. The teacher uses 
the speech-hear~ng language and the print-reading language, 
but she keeps them apart. In the non-oral reading lesson, 
all response is by acting, writing, dramatization or 
answering in sentence form. Oral reading is excluded. 
X/Faye M. Clark and Mary M. Monahan, An Analysis of Oral 
Reading Achievement in Relation to a ~sal Text, Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston University,-1954. 
g/James McDade and Mary T. Gillies, ttThe Why and How of 
Non-Oral Reading, n Childhood Education (April, 1940), 
16::36.5-70 • 
.1/Ibid., p. 367. 
"Reading is a process o~ understanding symbols seen, not 
a process o~ naming them. nY 
B~wellg/proposes that the non-oral reading method 
is as good as or superior to the contrasting oral reading 
method. However, he continues: 
"Oral language is so important in its own 
right that there should be no ~ear o~ its displace-
ment by a. program which emphasizes sileht reading 
as an art in itsel~ which must be separa~~d from 
vocalization to accomplish its purpose. tt2f 
8 
Pressey and Presse;t/ discove·red that ability in silent 
reading depends much on the passage read. A good reader 
in one type may be poor in another. Some ~actors a~~ecting 
silent reading are: ~reedom ~rom oral reading habits; 
reading vocabulary and background 0~ information; interest 
to motivate reading; and habits o~ attention. 
1/James McDade, £a cit., p. 367. 
g/G. T. Buswell, Non-Oral Reading: A Study o~ Its Uses in 
the phicago Public Schools; Supplementary Education 
Monographs, No. 60, University o~ Chicago Press, Chicago, 
1945, pp. 56+. . 
.2/Ibi d., p. 56. 
yL. W. Pressey and S. L •• Pressey, ttA ·critical Study o~ the 
Concept o~ Silent Reading Ability, n The .Journal o:f Educational 
Psychology (January, 1921), 12::25-31. 
9 
From an experimental study conducted with fourth 
graders, Mulder and Curtinl/ found that poor readers have 
difficulty in synthesizing phonic elements of words. This 
may be because of the lack of training in auditory discrimi-
nation or phonics. Good readers can synt~esize phonic 
elements into words. 
McCoard and LeCountY concluded from their study with 
University of California students that the better silent 
readers read better orally, in terms of the broader aspects 
of speech • 
.Jones r2/ research with first and second graders has 
evidenced a positive relationship between speech training 
and silent reading achievement. 
Reynolds1blwork,ed on the relationship between auditory 
characteristics, such as auditory memory span and pitch 
discrimination ability, and silent reading abilities. 
yRobert L. Mulder and .James Curtin, nvocal Phonic Ability 
and Silent-Reading Achievement: A First Report, u 
The Elementary School Journal (November, 1955), 56:121-3. 
g/William B. McCoard and Samuel N. LeCount, "An Oral Reading 
Evaluation of Good and Poor Silent Readers, u 
Speech Monographs (November, 1951), 18:288-92. 
;v'Morris V. Jones, »The Effect of Speech Training on Silent 
Reading Achievement, 11 Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorder:=. 
(September, 1951), 16:258-63. 
!VMaynard c. Reynolds, 11A Study of the Relationships Between 
Auditory Characteristics and Specific Silent Reading Abili tie!s, 11 
Journal of Educational Research (February, 1953), 46:·429-49. 
The rindings were preponderantly negative with regard to 
hearing-reading relationships. There was an indication, 
however, that success in certain reading skills, such as, 
10 
word recognition and learning sound values ror common word 
elements, may be highly predictable by auditory measures 
under some circumstances. 
3. Comprehension 
Derinitions and descriptions. 0 The comprehension 
abilities are the most important or all the reading abilities 
to be developed ••••• Comprehension then, implies the under-
standing or a word, phrase, or sentence beyond mere recogni-
tion. nY nThe ability to comprehend is basic to all reading 
and should be a major goal in all reading instruction. nY 
Thronsberg~states that comprehension is closely related to 
intelligence, experience, and word and-concept understanding 
Comprehension may be developed through an activity program 
and practice in basio reading skills. The activity program 
includes~ listening, reading, interpretation or pictures, 
drawing, experience charts, and reading to answer written 
questions. The skills program includes reading to rollow 
II Josephine Thronsberg, ltThe Development or ·conwrehension at 
the Primary Level/t University or Pittsburgh, CoDrerence on 
Reading, Current Problems of Reading Instruction; Proceeding , 
1951. University of Pittsburgh Press, Pittsburgh, p. 40. 
g/Ibid., p. 46 . 
..l/Ibi d. , p];). 40-46{ 
and understand directions, to recognize sequence, to skim, 
to get general signi~icance, to get the main thought, to 
evaluate, and ~or appreciation. In general, comprehension 
may be improved by:- interesting and challenging material; 
special interest material; di~~erent types o~ reading 
11 
material; discussion and reports on i~ormation ~rom reading 
supplementary reading; and organizing the basal reader into 
topical units. 
Gray supports a similar idea: 
11 The :ract is widely recognized tbat reading ean 
make its largest contribution to personal develop-
ment and social progress only as children and youth 
acquire a high level o~ e:r~icieney in understanding 
what is read. The responsibility ~or the needed 
stimulus and help rests heavily upon the t~Btchers 
in both elementary and secondary schools. n::; 
0 1Mallie, again reiterates the importance o~ 
comprehension. nwlthout comprehension there can be no real 
reading. uY She goes on to enumerate the ~aetors determining 
comprehension. They are:- word recognition, experience 
background, interest and purpose. The purposes o~ the 
primary grade child in silent reading are to organize, to 
~ollow directions, to predict outcomes, t~ recall details, 
to generalize, to ~ind speci~ic items, to prove or clarify 
YWilliam s. ·Gray, ttReading and Understanding, n Elementary 
English (March, 1951), 28:148. 
g/Kathrine O•Mallie, nimproving Comprehension and Developing 
Appropriate Reading Rates, u Corrective Reading in Classroom 
and Clinic, Proceedings, December, 19~3, Number~, Monograph, 
University o:r Chicago Press, Chicago, 15:149. 
12 
something, reading to get the main idea, reading critically, 
"Whatever the motivation, whatever the purpose, reading 
implies comprehension. An individual must understand what 
he is reading if' he is to accomplish any purpose except to 
waste time."g/ Johnson2/goes on to explain that comprehension 
is not a skill but a complex function involving many skills. 
All intrinsic and extrinsic factors influencing reading are 
interrelated. All skills in comprehension a~e not subject 
to direct teaching. Reading in specialized areas demands 
specialized vocabulary. Current reading ability tests do 
not necessarily measure all components. Reading abilities 
that need emphasis are: seeing relationships betwe·en words 
and ideas; evaluating author's statements; drawing inferences; 
and identifying a problem; and adjusting the type of' reading 
to f'ulf'ill the purpose. 
Davi~comments upon the importance of' reading compre-
hension in ·later lif'e. In reading newspaper editorials it 
!7Ibid. pp. 149-152 
g/Marjorie s. Johnson, nFaetors in Reading Comprehension, tt 
Educational Administration~ Supervision (November, 1949), 
35:391. . 
.2/Ibid., pp. 385-406. 
~Frederick B. David, "comprehension in Reading," Baltimore 
Bulletin of' Education (January, 1951) 28:16-24. 
= 
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is not enough to understand what the words say. One must 
understand why the writer wants to say them. It is only 
under such circumstances that we obtain an informed 
electorate. 
"In a world situation so delicate that the 
slightest misstep may lead to disaster we have to 
do every little bit we can to get people to under-
stand more thoroughly the things that they read so11 that they can make the wisest possible decisions. tt.=; 
DavidYcites the measurable skills in comprehension a: : 
n1. Word knowledge.-
2. Ability to select the appropriate meaning 
for a word or phrase in the light of contextural 
setting. 
3. Ability to follow the organization of a 
passage and identify the antecedents and refer-
ences in it. 
4. Ability to select the main thought of a 
passage. 
5. Ability to answer questions that are 
explicitly answered in a passage. 
6. Ability to answer questions that are 
answered in a passage, but not in the words the 
question was asked. 
7. Ability to draw inferences from a passage 
about its content. 
8. Ability to recognize the literary devices 
used im:;,a passage and to identify its tone or mood. 
9. Ability to determine a writerts purpose, 
intent or point of view. tt 
There are two general measurable abilities in reading 
comprehension. They are memory for word meaning and 
reasoning in reading. 
1JFrederick B. David, ncomprehension in Reading, tt Baltimore. 
Bulletin of Education (January, 1951) 28:16 • 
.?/Ibid., p. 20. 
14 
Experimental studies. Cullinan and Miller carried on 11 
studies concerning the relationship of listening and silent I 
reading. Cullinan!lconcluded that in the comparison of oral 
and written recall in silent reading and listening, oral 
recall was more favorable. The difference found in compar-
ing oral recall from reading and listening was insignificant~ . 
Written recall from listening was superior to written recal I 
from reading. The difference found in comparing oral and 
written recall from listening was insignificant. Oral 
recall from reading was superior to written recall. 
Millergjin a study with third and fourth graders dis-
covered that hearing comprehension was better than reading 
comprehension; vocabulary comprehension was superior to 
paragraph comprehension; children with higher mental ages 
were superior in hearing and reading comprehension; and 
boys were superior to girls. 
1/Eileen M. CUllinan, A Comiarison of the Abilities of 
Third Grade Children in Ora and Written-Recall from--
Silent Reading, Unpubirs~Master 1 s Thesis, Bos~Universfty, 
1952. . 
g/Eleanor A. Miller, The Relation of Hearing Comprehension 
]£ Reading ComprehensfOn in Grades~hree and Four, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1941. 
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'" ·~ ·;L:.!; \G.~lchrist,Ysteeves,Yand Galliherllall carried out 
' ,-; .. -,· ..:·_:· ·:-~·· .. . rr , 
si;Ud:.tes concerning the relationship of illustrations and 
comprehension. Steeves and Gilchrist, dealing with first 
and second grades, stated tba t illustrations are relativel~ 
neutral in effect upon comprehension. Children, however, 
preferred the illustrated copies. Gilchrist went on to sa~ 
that the slow reader was handicapped by illustrations, tenJ-
the goQI. d ing to make up a story to fit the illustration, and 
reader paid little attention to the illustrations. GallihJr,~ 
in her observations with more scientific and detailed illuJ-
trations on the fifth and sixth grade level, concluded thaJ 
the illustrations bad a great effect on comprehension scorJ~, 
but made little difference in the retention scores. 
Shoulber~ designed a test to measure the relation of 
comprehension and mental imagery of children between the ages 
±JRuth D. Gilchrist, An Evaluation of the Effect of 
Illustrations £g Comprehension in the First .and Second Gra~es, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1952. 
g/Marilyn A. Steeves, An Eval ua.tion of the Effect of 
Illustrations ~ Comprehension in the Second Grade, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1950. 
1/Margaret M. Galliher, An Evaluation of the Effect of 
Illustrations on Comprehension in the Fifth and Sixth Grade.~, 
Unpublished Masterts Thesis, Boston University, 1946. 
ldJLoc .. cit. 
2/Joan M. Shoulberg, A Study of the Relationship of Visual 
Imagery to Comprehension, UnpUblished Master's Thesis, 
Boston University, 1952. .. 
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of eight and ten. She related that tl:ere was no significant 
correlation between comprehension and imagery. 
Halpin11reports that with children in fifth grade 
sentence structures tested in statement form do not 
necessarily offer the same comprehension difficulty as when 
tested in paragraph form. There was no relationship betwee~ 
. II frequency of sentence structure and e·omprehension dif'ficul t"3.j. 
Munsiltsg/study seems to indicate that children of 
normal intelligence and f'ourth grade reading ability, 
especially boys, find general directions of less aid to com~ 
prehension than more definite directions. The effectivenes~ 
of directions varies with individual differences. 
·Dohertylfattempted to devise a series of supplementary 
reading units based on community lif'e to stimulate interest 
and increase comprehension of' second graders. The units we e 
illustrated with photographs taken in the community. She 
stated that this device was helpful in stimulating interest 
and improving comprehension. 
1/Frances Halpin, Comprehension Difficulties of Various 
Sentence Structures, UnpUblished Thesis, Boston University, 
1943. 
g/Marjorie Munsil, The Relative Order of Difficulty of' Three 
T:ypes of Directions for Comprehension in Study-~ Readingll 
at a Fourth Grade Level, Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
1947. . II 
~Mary c. Doherty, :gilpplementaq Reading Exercises to Improve 
Comprehension in Grade Two Based £g tbe Community, Service 
Paper, Boston University, 1949, Copy:r,>ight 1949. 
17 
Hayes!lreveals a slight gain ~ound in comprehension 
found in showing a film after a reading unit, and a smaller 
.gain shown in delayed recall than in immediate recall. All 
di~ferences were not statistically significant. 
. . 
Clic~used humor to measure reading comprehension. 
He presented humorous material that called for some outward 
expression o~ satisfaction on completion of reading from 
the student. By this means it is obvious which members 
comprehend the jokes. Good listeners are produced. Studen s 
listen because they want to be included in the humor. Joke] 
reading has value with the retarded students. It is also a 
springboard for discussion with the more intelligent. 
nit is entirely possible tba t a silent reading 
test c.ould be constructed utilizing sense of humor 
as a test of comprehension ••••• Logically, it seems 
as feasible to measure a student's reaction to a 
joke as it doei to ask him to fill in blanks regard-
ing orators.tt3 
1/Maryclare Hayes, An ~erimental Evaluation of Showing a 
Film Before Versus After a Reading Unit, Unpubirshed Master § 
Thesis, Boston University; 1952. 
2/Donald W. Glick, "Humor and Comprehension, n English Journ~l 
\January, 1951), 41:321 • 
..2/Ibid., p. 41. 
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Preston and Botel·):!witty,Yand Smith and Ta:te2fwere 
concerned with reading rate and comprehension. Preston an. 
Botel asserted that the rapid reader does not un~erstand ~s 
reading better than does the slow reader. Inaccurate con-
clusions had been drawn previously because the measures in 
comprehension had been taken under timed conditions, making 
no adjustment for the slow reader who is accurate. These II 
results, Preston and Botel warn, should not disparage rapi~ 
reading value. Nor do they say an individual can't improv~ 
reading comprehension through learning to read faster. 
According to Witty, although comprehension and rapid 
reading rate are not closely correlated, we can teach 
some skills to improve both. 
1/Ralph C. Pres. ton and Morton Betel, "Readi.ng Comprehensio, 
T'ested Under Timed and Untime d Conditions, n, School and 
Society, (August, 1951), '74:71. . , . -
gjPaul Witty, ttEvaluation of Methods and Devices to Improv 
Reading Rate and Comprehension, tt Elementar;y: English (May, l954) 
31:260-7. . 
3./Henry P. Smith and Theodore R. Tate, nrmprovements in 
Reading Rate and Comprehension of Subjects Training with 
the Tachistoscope," The Journal of Educational Psychology 
(March, 1953), 44:17~. 
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"Despite the relatively low corTelations cited 
above and the limitations of teaching methods in 
19 
some studies, it is clear that most people can 
improve greatly their rate in reading as well as in!/ 
their understanding of various kinds of materials." 
"There will be, of course, attention to rate of 
reading, but the aim will not be to develop a 
general rapid reading rate. Instead, it will be to 
help children read m9re rapidl~ 1and effectively different kinds of materials."~ 
Smith and Tate~conducted a study concerning compre-
hension and the tachistoscope on a college level. Their 
results indicated a significant gain in rate without 
significant loss in comprehension. However, they caution: 
"The results of this and other experiments 
indicate th:t as yet too little is known concerning 
the effect of such equipment on the reading ability 
of persons of various ages, degrees of intelligence 
and varying types of [personality patterns to warrant 
g.ener.al us~~f the equipment in remedial reading 
pro grams • tt9:f 
YPaul Witty, .2.E.• cit., p '. 264. 
I 
g/Ibid., p. 267. 
-
J/Henry P. Smith and Theodore R. Tate, ££• £!i. 
!IIlli.!!·, p. 184. 
•• 
CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF STUDY 
In order to conduct this study it was necessary to 
(l) develop materials, (2) secure a population, and 
(3) conduct a testing program. 
1. Materials 
When. trying to ascertain which reading method brings 
greatest comprehension the rirst consideration is the 
material to be used. There are several requirements that 
the material to be read must neet. They are as rollows: 
First, the stories should be unramiliar to the child, so 
that it can be assumed that comprehension, as measured, is 
due to method of presentation. Second, the vocabulary shou]d 
' not be beyond grade two and should be representative of 
several dirferent basal systems. Third, there must be rour 
dirrerent stories, as there are four methods or reading. 
Fourth, eaeh story must be long enough to provide adequate 
material ror comprehension questions and short enough to 
ma~ntain the children 1 s interest. And rifth, the stories 
must be interesting, lively and close to the children's 
experience so as to assure attention. 
-20-
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Four stories, one about a dog, one about a bear, one 
about a hulla hoop, and one about a scarecrow were written. 
The vocabulary was checked against these sources~ the 
Boston University Primary List of Wor_ds Cormnop to Fo"t?-r Basa] 
I 
Texts, the Scott, Foresman Combined Word List for the New 
Basic Readers,!/the Rinsland Reading Vocabula£1 for 
Elementary Grades,g/and. the Gates Reading Vocabulary for 
Primary Grades ._Y If each story th~r,~. _were some words not 
on these lists which ~ere to be presented previ~us to the 
readhng. The first story had three words--cocker spaniel, 
' police and kitchen; the second had four--Muncher, cotton, 
allowance and invent; the third had four--hulla hoop, 
Sparkle, angel and heaven; the fourth, one--problem. 
Comprehension was measured by group tests of multiple 
choice items. Each item presented five possible answers 
from which the child selected the correct one. There were 
ten questions for each story written in easy form so that 
as far as possible the measure of comprehension would not 
be affected by reading difficulty. These stories with the 
comprehension questions follow. 
1/Combined Word List for the New Basic Reader Through More 
Streets and!r0ad~2-;-Bcott ,ff"Oresman and Company, 
New York:-1956. · 
g/Henry D. Rinsland, A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School 
Children, Macmillan Company, New York, 1~0 • 
.2/Arthur I. Gates, A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary 
Grades, Bureau of Publications, Teachers' College, 
Columbia University, New York, 1935. 
I 
= 
STORY I 
Honey was a little cocker spaniel. She was called 
Honey because her fur was honey colored. 
Honey lived in a big white house on First Street. 
Honey lived with Bill, Jill, Mother and Father. 
One fine sunny day, Father painted the floor of the 
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back porch. Mother said, nFather, you have done a grand job. 
The floor looks beautiful. tt 
11I think it looks beautiful, too,tt said Bill. 
"Me, too,n said .Jill. 
nBow-wow,n said Honey. 
"To keep it beautiful we must not walk on it until it 
is dry, n said Father. 
He put a sign on the door. The sign said, "Wet Paint .In 
"When will we be able to walk on the porch?n asked .Ji, !1.. 
ttoh, I think by tomorrow the paint will be dry, tt said 
Father. 
After supper .Jill got ready to go to bed. 
Honey. Honey slept in a box under .Jill's bed. 
She called 
Honey did 
not come. She called and called, but still Honey did not 
come. .Jill ran to Mother and cried, ttHoney is lost." 
ttnon•t worry, Jill, you go off to bed. Bill and 
Father will find Honey." 
= 
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Bill and Father looked all over the neighborhood, but 
could not find Honey. Soon, it was very late. ttThere is 
only one thing left to do, tt said Father, ''call the police. 
Maybe they can help.n 
Long after everyone was asleep, Jill's eyes were stili 
open. She was worrying about Honey. Suddenly she heard a 
thump on the back porch. She ran downstairs and turned on 
the porch light. :What do you think she saw? Yes, it was 
Honey right in the middle of the wet porch paint. "Oh, 
Honey didn't you read the sign, tWet Paintt?n asked Jill. 
Jill picked Honey up in her arms and set her down on 
the kitchen floor. Plop, plop, plop went Honey's feet 
across the kitchen floor. Plop, plop, plop went the wet 
paint. 
By this time the whqle family was awake. They ran 
downstairs. They looked a.t the porch floor. And what did 
they see--little girl's footprints and long honey colored 
hairs. They looked at the kitchen floor. And what did 
they see--a little girl's footprints and long honey 
colored hairs. 
"What a beautiful job you have done Jill and Honey," 
laughed Father. 
ny think so, too, u laughed Mother. 
nMe, too,n laughed Jill. 
ttBow-wow, n said Honey. 
QUESTIONS FOR STORY NO. I 
DIRECTIONS: Draw a line under the right answer. 
QUESTIONS: 
1. Roney was a--
a. little girl 
b. a kitten 
c. a dog 
2. One sunny day Father--
a. drove the car 
b. went to school with Bill 
c. painted the porch floor 
3. Father put a sign on the porch that said--
a. keep off 
b. wet paint 
c. come in 
4. Honey slept--
a. outdoors 
b. under Jill' s bed in a box 
c. in the . kitchen 
5. Who looked for Honey? 
a. Jill and Mother 
b. Father and Bill 
c. Jill 
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6. Who stayed awake after everyone else was sleeping? 
a. Bill 
b. Jill 
c. Mother 
7· Where did Jill find Honey? 
a. under a tree 
b. .in the ear 
'"' 
c. on the porch floor 
8. What did Jill do with Honey when she found her? 
a. picked her up and put her down on the kitchen flooF. 
b. put her outdoors 
c. put her in her box 
9. What did th'e family see on the kitchen floor? 
a. 
b. 
c. 
Jill's and Honey's footprints and honey-colored ha~rs 
Bill's and Father's footprints and long black hair~ 
A honey colored kitten 
10. A good name for this story is--
a. Honey and the Wet Paint 
b. Bill Finds Honey 
e. Father Can Paint 
;::: 
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STORY TI 
Not so very long ago there was a very small bear name~ 
seeond J Muncher. Muncher was seven years old and in the 
grade at bear school. But he was so small that most every 
one who saw him thought he was only in the f'irst grade of' 
bear school. 
Why do you think Muncher was so small? It was becaus 
he didn't like to eat. He didn't like breakf'ast. He 
didn't like lunch. And he didn't like supper. 
ttTry to eat a little~ something, dear, n Mother Bear 
would say. 
ttEat !n Father Bear would roar and bang his paw on the 
table. 
nsome day Muncher's going to blow away, tt little sis tel 
bear would sing. 
Muncher wasn't much interested in f'ood. There were 
always more exciting things to do at meal time. He would 
say, ttr wish someone would invent a pill you could take 
instead of' eating food." 
Then one day a circus came to town. Father and Mothen 
Bear took Little Bear and Sister Bear. Little Bear's eyes 
grew wide when he saw all the pink cotton candy, the 
popcorn, the hot dogs, the ice cream and the candy apples. 
= 
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Oh, how good they all looked and smelled. 
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Little Bear had 
saved his allowance money ror three weeks for this big day. 
First he bought a hot dog. ttHum-m-m, tba. t was good. 
Think T' 11 have another. tt 
Next he bought a bag or popcorn. 
two candy apples and some cotton candy. 
money left to buy an ice cream. 
After that he bough 
He had just encug~ 
That night Mother asked Little Bear how he had liked 
the circus. 
11Well," said Little Bear, 11I didn't have enough money 
lert to see the show. And right now I don't feel so good. 
I ate too much. I guess eating too much is just as bad as 
eating too little." 
"You know, n said Mother, ttyou have· just learned 
something, Little Bear, that it takes some people a long 
time to find out. n 
QUESTIONS FOR STORY II 
DIRECTIONS: Draw a line under the right answer. 
QUESTIONS: 
1. Little Bear was in 
a. f'irst grade 
b. second grade 
c. third grade 
2. At the beginning of this story Little Bear 
a. liked to eat 
b. did not like to eat 
c. liked to eat only at supper 
3. One day a came to 
a. circ.us 
b. movie 
c. horse show 
4. At the circus Little Bear bought 
a. some food 
b. a show ticket 
c. a toy 
5. Little Bear got his money 
a. from Sister Bear 
b. f'rom Mother Bear 
c.. from his allowance 
town 
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6. Af'ter the circus Little Bear said 
a. that he f' el t good 
b. that the circus was no good 
c. that he had eaten too much 
7. Do you think Little Bear 
a. learned his lesson 
b. did not learn his lesson 
e. will never go to a circus again 
8. Little Bear did not see the circus show because 
a. he did not want to 
b. there was no circus show 
c. he did not have any money lef't f'or a ticket 
9. What could you see Little Bear doing at the circus? 
a. eating 
b. sleeping 
c. watching the ci reus show 
10. What is the best name f'or this story? 
a. Little Bear Learns a Lesson 
b. The Circus 
c. The Three Bears 
= 
= 
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STORY III 
"Father, tell me a story. n Every night just before 
bedtime Father told Jill a story. Usually they were make-
believe stories. 
"What would you like the story to be about tonight?tt 
asked Father. 
ttTell me a story about where Hulla Hoops came from, n 
said Jill. 
ttAll right, n· said Father. And this is the story 
Father told. 
Sparkle was the newest angel in Heaven. He was so ne1 
that he didn't even have a halo. You know, a halo is that 
ring that goes around an angel's head. Every ·day the ange]s 
in Heaven dust the stars. Dusting stars is happy work. TJe 
angels like to dust the stars. But while Sparkle was dustj 
ing, there were big tears in his eyes. 11 What is the troub~e, 
Sparkle?" asked the other angels. 
ttwe:J,l,n said Sparkle, ttall the angels have halos 
except me." 
The other angels took Sparkle by the hand. ttcome wi t:t 
us. You must give your order to the halo maker.n 
The halo maker told Sparkle his halo would be ready 
. the next day. 
Then Sparkle was the most happy angel in Heaven. He 
began to dance and jump from star to star. 
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The next day he went to the halo maker to get his halo. 
The halo maker placed the halo ever so carefully over 
Sparkle's head. And what do you think happened! The halo 
slipped right over his head and fell down at his feet. 
"Oh dear, n cried Sparkle. uWha.t am I to do now? This halo 
is too big.n 
nDon•t worry little Sparkle,n said the halo maker. 
ni'll have another one just your size tomorrow.n 
"But what will I do with this one?tt asked Sparkle. 
ttWhatever you want,n said the halo maker. 
Sparkle ran out of the halo maker's shop with the 
too-big halo to tell his friends what had happened. On 
the way he fell on a bit of star dust. The halo fell out 
of his hand. Down, down it fell to earth. A little boy 
found it. He ran to his f'riends. 
ttLook what I have found--a golden hoop. tt 
And that was how Hulla Hoops began. 
QUESTIONS FOR STORY III 
DIRECTIONS: Draw a line under the right answer. 
QUES-TIONS: 
1.. Who told the story about Hulla Hoops? 
a. J"ill 
b. Sparkle 
c. Father 
2. Sparkle was 
a.. a little girl 
b. an angel 
c. a kitten 
3. Every day the angels 
a. played with Hulla Hoops 
b. dusted stars 
c. went to the halo maker 
4. Sparkle was unhappy because 
a. he was the newest angel in Heaven 
b. he didn't have any friends 
c. he didnt t have a halo 
5. Where did the angels take Sparkle? 
a. to the halo maker 
b. to a big star 
c. to a star dust store 
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6. The halo maker gave Sparkle a halo that was 
a. too big 
b. too small 
c. just right 
1. What did the halo maker tell Sparkle to do with the hal ? 
a. throw it away 
b. do whatever he liked with it 
c. give it to a friend 
8. When the halo did not fit Sparkle the halo maker said 
a. Sparkle would have to do without 
b. He would have another one the next day 
c. He would have another one the next week 
9. When Sparkle fell 
a. he broke the halo I 
b. he dropped the halo and it fell to earth II 
c. he dropped the halo and another angel caught it I 
10. The best name for this story is 
a. How Hulla Hoops Came To Be 
b. Tell Me a Story 
c. The Work Angels Do 
-=-=------------
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STORY TV 
Mr. Brown had a problem.· He had a very big garden, 
but it waan' t doing him much good. The birds were eating 
all his vegetables. What to do, thought ·Mr. Brown. 
Suddenly an idea came to him. nr shall make a very big 
scarecrow to scare all the birds away from my very big 
garden, 11 he said. 
Mr. Brown worked and worked and worked. Finally he 
was finished. Oh, what a beautiful scarecrow! I shall 
call him Johnny, he thought. I'm sure Johnny is the best 
scarecrow in all the world. Now I w on' t have any more 
trouble with birds. 
Mr. Brown placed Johnny in the middle of the garden. 
Johnny tried very hard to be a good scarecrow. But 
when night came, he was afraid. He was afraid of the 
night noises. He was afraid of the shadows. 
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When the sun came up the next day, the birds came to 
the garden. Johnny tried to be scarey, but it was just no 
use. He looked over the garden fence to the park next 
door. He could see children playing there. I•m sure I 
could do a good job at making them happy, he thought. 
The children could see Johnny over the fence, too. 
"What a beautiful scar.ecrow,•t they said. nwouldn't it be 
·-,• ·~ 1-~;~~ 
'· 
fun to have him here in the park. n 
When Mr. Brown came out to see his garde~ he found the 
·birds eating his vegetables. n.well, .Johnny, n he said 
ni guess you just weren't meant to be a scarecrew. I shall 
put you in the park where yqu can be with the chilaren. tt 
And that is just what he did. 
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QUESTIONS FOR STORY IV 
DIRECTIONS: Draw a line under the right answer. 
SUESTIONS: I' 
1. What was Mr. Brown's problem? 
a. his garden was too big 
b. the birds were eating his vegetables 
c. he didn 1 t like vegetables 
2. Johnny was 
a. a child 
b. scarecrow 
c. bird 
3. Mr. Brown made 
a. a jack-o-lantern 
b. a scarecrow 
c. a bird house 
II 4. Mr. Brown thought Johnny was 
a. the most beautiful scarecrow in the world 
b. a silly scarecrow 
c. a happy scarecrow II 
5. Johnny was 
a. very brave 
b. afraid of the night noises 
c. afraid of the children 
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6. First Mr. Brown put Johnny 
a. in the house 
b. in the park 
c. in the garden 
7. When Johnny was in the garden 
a.. the birds went a.wa.y 
b. the birds ate the vegetables 
c. the children ran in the garden 
8. When Mr. Brown found that Johnny had not kept the 
birds out of the garden 
a. he was angry with Johnny 
b. he was angry with the birds 
c. he took Johnny out of the garden 
9. At the end of the story we could see Johnny 
a.. in the park 
b. in the garden 
c. in the house 
10. The best name for this story is 
a. When Johnny Comes Marching Home 
b. Johnny, The Scarecrow 
c. Mr. Brown 
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2. Population 
One hundred eight children in four second grade 
classrooms in a suburban community were included. 
Table I shows the distribution of' chronological 
ages and intelligence quotients for the ent.ire population ... 
TABLE I 
. . " 
CH.ARACTERI~TICS OF THE CHRON.OLOGI0AL AGE IN MONTHS 
Of THE ENTIRE &ROUP OF .Q~DENT$ 
Number 
108 
CA 
I 
104-106 
101-103 
98-100 
95- 97 
92- 94 
89- 91 
86- 88 
83- 85 
80- 83 
f 
l 
2 
0 
8 
32 
23 
30 
lO 
2 
108 
M.ean 
-
S.D. 
4.24 
' 
IQ 
I f 
156.,-160 1 
151-155 0 
146-150 0 
141-145 1 
136-140 2 
131-135 5 
126-130 12 
121-125 23 
116-120 22 
111-115 10 
106~110 10 
101-105 8 
96-100 4 
91- 95 6 
86- 90 1 
81- 85 ~ 
Median· RJ:IDge 
.,." 
90 '.:' ·..:. 81-.106 
.... , 
.· 
The mean age for the entire group was 91.93 :rp.onth"s, 
with· a range of' 81-106 months and a standard deviation ·:d:f 
4.24. 
Table II shows the mean intelligence quotients for 
the entire population. 
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TABLE .II 
- . . * MEAN INTELLIGENCE Q.UOTIENTS OF THE ENTIRE GROUP 
. . ·.. . . . 
Number Mean. S.D. .. Median Ranp;e 
. 
108 116.06 13.85 118 84-159 
' 
..... ·'' 
* The intelligence quotients are from the Kuhlman-
Anderson Intelligence Test. 
As the table indi.cates, the mean intelligence quotient 
is 116.06,·which is well above average. The range is 
84-159 with a standard deviation of' 13.85. 
3· gpnduc_ting the T,esting Progr~m 
A rotating system of testing was used. f.he rotating 
system necessitated involving f'ou.r second grad.e classrooms. 
The tests were carried en under the direction of' the 
classroom teacher and scored. by the writer~ :. 
~9 cancel out comprehension scores, due to variant 
story dif'ficul ty, a rotation system was worked out. Eaeh 
~tory was read in all f'our ways. Each class had opportuni t:w 
to read all four ways. No class ever read the same story 
twice.· For the sake of clarity in explanation the class-
rooms will be called A, B, C, and J:>. The. stories will be' 
called one, two, three and four. The entire testing was 
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done in four consecutive days. This was to avoid additiona~ 
learning during the testing. 
On the first day all four classrooms read silently, 
followed by oral reading--6lassroom A reading story four; 
classroom B reading story three; classroom 0 reading story 
one; and classroom D reading story two. 
On the second day all four classrooms read orally 
followed by silent reading--classroom A reading story one; 
classroom B reading story four; classroom 0 reading story 
two; and classroom D reading story three. 
On the third day all four classrooms read the stories 
silently--classroom A reading story two; classroom B readine 
story one; classroom 0 reading story three; and classroom 
D reading story four. 
On the fourth, and last day, all classes read orally--
classroom A reading story three; classroom B reading story 
two; classroom C read~ng story four; and classroom D readine 
story one. 
Table III illustrates the working of the rotation syste~. 
Regardless of how a story was to be read there were 
several principles adhered to. First, the new words were 
presented in a sentence and written on the board before 
a story was read. Next a child was told immediately any 
word he came across in the story or question sheet that 
he did not know. The stories were collected before the 
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TABLE ITT 
THE ROTATION SYSTEM 
METHOD OF READING STORY 
CLASS 
Silent Oral Silent Oral Oral Silent 
A Story Story Story Story 
4 1 2 3 
B Story Story Story Story 
3 4 1 2 
a Story Story Story Story 
1 2 3 4 
n Story Story Story Story 
2 3 4 1 
I 
= 
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question sheet was passed out, to eliminate looking back 
.. 
in the story to find the answer. 
The procedure for silent reading followed by oral reaa-
ing is as follows: after the new words are presented, the 
teacher instructs the class as a whole to read the whole 
story to themselves silently. When every member of the . 
class is through, the story is read out loud. or course, 
not every child in the entire class gets a chance to read 
out loud. Six·or seven children are chosen to read orally 
while the rest listen. The stories are then collected and 
the question sheets handed out. The oral followed by sile t 
reading method is just the opposite of this. Stories are 
passed out to the entire class, then six or seven children 
are instructed by the teacher to read a few paragraphs 
each orally, while the rest of the class follows along. 
Then the whole class reads the story silently. The third 
method is silent reading. The whole class is instructed 
to read the story to themselves. The fourth method is ora] 
reading. Six or seven children are chosen to read a few 
paragraphs each until the story is completed, while the 
rest of the .class follows along. 
To account for absentees each child put his initials 
at the top· of his question sheet. At the end of the four 
days each teacher gave the writer a list of the initials of 
any absentees during the four days. Their papers were then 
. E~J·~~kea :frem the rest 0:f 
-.. . .'. ::<:'!i' . . ·. 
-t~.~img the test; remained,c ee:m;sta:ro:s 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data were analyzed to compare the amount of compr -
hension of second grade children in four different reading 
situations: (1) silent reading followed by oral; 
(2) oral reading followed by silent; (3) silent reading 
alone; and (4) oral reading alone. 
Table IV shows the comparison of mean scores when 
silent reading was followed by oral reading and when oral 
reading was followed by silent rea~ng. 
TABLE TV 
COMPARISON OF MEANS OF SILENT-ORAL WITH ORAL-SILENT 
Method ·No. Mean S.D. SEm. r . Diff SE diff CR 
S-0 108 38 .hlL 2.h2 .23 
.40 .28 1.42 0-S 108 38.84 1.71 .16 
The mean for oral followed by silent reading was 38.8~ 
answers compared with 38.44 for the silent followed by 
oral. The critical ratio of 1.42 shows the difference was 
not statistically significant. There are 84 chances in 
100 that this is a true difference in favor of oral 
followed by silent reading. 
-hh-
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Table V shows the comparison of mean scores when silent 
reading was followed by oral reading and when silent reading 
was not followed by another method. 
TABLE V 
COMPARISON OF MEANS OF SILENT-ORAL liJITH ORAL ALONE 
Method No. Mean S.D. SEm. Diff SE diff. OR 
S-0 108 38 ._44_ 2._21± .2_3_ 
s lOt> 3t>.55 2.25 .22 .11 ~32 .31 
The mean for silent followed by oral reading w~s 38.44 
answers compared with 38.55 for the silent alone. The 
critical ratio of .31 shows the difference was not .statis-
tically significant. There are 24 chances in 100 that this 
is a true difference in favor of the silent followed by 
oral. 
Table VI shows the comparison of mean scores when 
silent reading was followed by oral and when oral reading 
was not followed by another method. 
Method· 
s-o 
0 
TABLE VI 
COMPARISON OF MEANS OF SILENT FOLLOWED 
BY ORAL WITH ORAL ALONE 
No_. Mean s._D_._ SErn ' Diff SE diff' 
108 38.44 2.24 .2_3_ 
lOt> ~~·45 l.t>3 .lt) .01 .29 
I 
OR 
.03 
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The me~n ror silent followed by oral was 38.44 answers, 
compared with 38.4.5 ror the silent alone. The critical 
ratio of .03 shows the dirference was not statistically 
significant. There are 2 chances in 100 that this is a tru 
difference in favor of silent followed by oral reading. 
Table VII shows the comparison of mean scores when 
oral reading was followed by silent reading and when silent 
reading was not followed by another method. 
TABLE VII 
COMPARISON OF MEANS OF SILENT-ORAL WITH SILENT .ALONE 
Method No. Mean S.D. SEm I Diff SE 4_=b_ff OR 
0-S 108 38.84 1.71 .16 
.29 s 10/j 3/j.ss 2.25 .22 .27 1.07 
' 
I 
The mean for oral followed by silent was 38.84 answers, 
compared with 38 ... 5.5 for the silent alone. The critical 
ratio of 1.07 shows the difference was not statistically 
significant. There are 70 chances in 100 that this is a 
true difference in favor of oral followed by silent reading. 
Table VIII shows the comparison of mean scores when 
oral reading was followed by silent reading and when oral 
reading was not followed by another method. 
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TABLE VI1T 
COMPARISON OF MEANS OF ORAL-SILENT WITH ORAL ALONE 
Method No. Mean S.D. SEm Diff SE diff OR 
0-S 108 38.8_4_ 1.71 .16 
.40 .24 1.67 0 roe 3e.45 l.e3 • .10 
Th~mean for oral followed by silent was 38.84 answers 
' 
compared with 38.45 answers for the oral alone. The critic ! 
ratio of -1.67 shows the difference was not statistically 
significant. There are 90 chances in 100 that this is a 
true difference in favor o~ oral followed by silent reading. 
Table IX shows the comparison of mean scores when 
silent reading was not followed by another method and when 
oral reading was not followed by another method. 
TABLE IX 
COMPARISON OF MEANS OF SILENT ALONE WITH ORAL ALONE 
Method No. Mean S.D. SEm. Diff SE diff: CR 
s 108 38.55 2.2_5 .22 
.10 .28 .35 0 lOe 3b.J+5 l.b3 .lb 
The mean for silent alone was 38.55 answers compared 
with 38.45 answers for oral alone. The critical ratio of 
.35 shows the difference was not statistically significant. 
; . 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this thesis was to determine from 
which of four reading methods the reading comprehension of 
second grade children was greatest.· 
The four reading methods were: (1) silent reading 
followed by oral reading; (2) oral reading followed by 
silent reading; {3) silent reading alone;- and (4) oral 
reading alone. 
Four original stories were written by the writer in 
connection with this study. 
The one 'limitation of this study is that the children 
used were of superior mental ability having a mean 
intelligence quotient of 116.06. 
The writer drew two conclusions from the results of 
the study. 
First, there were no significant differences in mean 
scores between any two methods. 
The greatest differences were between oral followed 
by silent compared with oral alone; silent followed by 
oral compared with oral followed by silent; and oral 
-49-
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followed by silent com~ared with silent alone. The 
critical ratios were 1.67, 1.42, and 1.07 respectively. 
Second, the mean scores were quite comparable and 
were in this order: oral followed by silent, 38.84; 
silent alone, 38.55; oral alone, 38.45; and silent 
followed by oral, 38 .44. 
Most manuals suggest silent followed by oral as the 
best procedure. In this study it was the lowest. 
5o 
= 
= 
CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The suggestions ror rurther research are: (1) that 
the same study be carried on with a much larger population; 
and (2) that the data be rurther analyzed according to the 
scores by children or intelligence quotients below and 
above average. 
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